REFERENCES


BREAST MILK IS THE BEST CHOICE FOR BABIES | FOR MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS ONLY

THE ALPEN PREMIUM FEEDING PLAN

0-6 months Alpen Premium 1 infant formula
The compatible choice

> 4 – 6 months Alpen Premium cereals & jars
Tasty and nutritious next steps

6 – 12 months Alpen Premium 2 follow-on formula
The natural follow up

> 12 months Alpen Premium 3 growing-up milk
The optimal dairy component in a toddlers diet

Satisfaction
Prebiotics for easy digestion & soft stools

Protection
Nucleotides for building up resistance

Progress
DHA&A are building blocks for brains, eyes & neuro system

SWISSMADEINFANTNUTRITION
Alpen Premium 1, 2 & 3
swiss made infant nutrition, only nature is better!
Satisfaction
Prebiotics for easy digestion & soft stools

Protection
Nucleotides for building up resistance

Progress
DHA & AA are building blocks for brains, eyes & neurons

Alpen Premium give a child all the satisfaction, protection & progress it needs to perform every day.

ALPEN PREMIUM 1, 2 & 3
High quality Swiss made infant nutrition

Satisfaction. Protection. Progress. Three important pillars that support the healthy growth potential. Alpen Premium 1, 2 & 3 assure infants and toddlers are given the best possible start in life.

» The Alpen Premium range provides a complete balance of essential nutrients - comparable to those found in human milk; blend in the weaning period and add quality to the toddler’s diet.

» Child and parent satisfaction is reached through easy digestion and soft stools; protection by boosting the body’s natural immune system and by means of the mental progress.

» All Alpen Premium formulas are based on the latest research data and legal standards (ref 1-2), and are produced according to Swiss quality guidelines, using fresh milk from Swiss cows.

Alpen Premium give a child all the satisfaction, protection & progress it needs to perform every day.